
Fist Fight On the last day of the year, mild-mannered high school English 
teacher Andy Campbell (Day) is trying his best to keep it together amidst 
senior pranks, a dysfunctional administration and budget cuts that put jobs 
on the line. But things go from bad to worse when he accidentally crosses 
his much tougher and deeply feared colleague, Ron Strickland (Cube), who 
challenges Campbell to an old-fashioned throw down after school. News of 
the fight spreads like wildfire and ends up becoming the very thing this 
school, and Campbell, needed. Warner
The Lego Batman Movie In the irreverent spirit of fun that made. The Lego 
Movie a worldwide phenomenon, the self-described leading man of that 
ensemble - LEGO Batman - stars in his own big-screen adventure. But there 
are big changes brewing in Gotham, and if he wants to save the city from 
The Joker's hostile takeover, Batman may have to drop the lone-vigilante 
thing, try to wok with other and maybe, just maybe, learn to lighten up. 
Warner
Bitter Harvest is a powerful story of love, honor, rebellion and survival as 
seen through the eyes of two young lovers caught in the ravages of Joseph 
Stalin's genocidal policies against Ukraine in the 1930s. As Stalin advances 
the ambitions of the burgeoning Soviet Union, a young artist named Yuri 
(Max Irons) battles to survive famine, imprisonment and to save his 
childhood sweetheart Natalka (Samantha Barks) from the "Holodomor," the 
death-by-starvation program which ultimately killed millions of Ukrainians. 
Against this tragic backdrop, Yuri escapes from a Soviet prison and joins the 
anti-Bolshevik resistance movement as he battles to reunite with Natalka 
and continue the fight for a free Ukraine. Lionsgate
Chapter & Verse Upon his return from serving a ten-year sentence in prison, 
reformed gang leader, S. Lance Ingram, struggles to adapt to a changed 
Harlem. Unable to use the technological skills he acquired in jail, Lance is to 
accept a position delivering meals for a local food bank. It is here that he 
befriends Ms. Maddy, 75, a past beauty with a irreverent and hardened shell 
to whom he delivers dinners. Through her, Lance finds hope, relearning the 
joys of life and living despite the outwardly bedeviled society in which they 
find themselves. Starz/Anchor Bay
Decoy New York City policewoman Casey Jones’ assignment to fight crime 
often entails her going undercover in some of the seediest and most 
dangerous parts of the city. “Decoy” was not only the first series in the 
history of American television to explore the life of a New York City 
policewoman, it was also the first series to feature an actress as the star 
protagonist in a full-season, dramatic series. The series followed Detective 
Casey Jones, played by the talented Beverly Garland, as she walked the 
streets of New York City, solving a new case each week. Film Chest
The Assignment Dr. Rachel Kay (Sigourney Weaver) is a rogue doctor with a 
weird vision of a better world after losing her brother to a contract killer 
Frank Kitchen (Michelle Rodriguez). In an experiment to assess how much 
physical identity matters, Kay performs a sex-change operation on Kitchen 
to have him start over. When Kitchen finds out the operation cannot be 
reversed, she kills almost everyone involved in the sex change and cuts the 
fingers off Dr. Kay, so she will not practice again. Lionsgate
Aftermath A construction foreman (Arnold Schwarzenegger) is 
overwhelmed with grief when his wife and daughter are killed in a midair 
collision. Disgusted by the fact that nobody will take responsibility or 
apologize for the incident, he eventually seeks revenge on the air-traffic 
controller who was on duty that day (Scoot McNairy). Elliott Lester directed 
this thriller, which was inspired by real events. Maggie Grace co-stars. 
Lionsgate
Altitude FBI agent Gretchen Blair is on a flight to Washington D.C. when the 
man seated beside her makes an unusual offer. He explains that the plane 
they're on is about to be hijacked, and promises to pay her seventy-five 
million dollars if she can get him safely back on the ground. When a gang of 
professional thieves takes control of the plane, she realizes he isn't joking. 
Soon Gretchen finds herself caught in the middle of an elaborate mid-air 
heist, fighting to save the passengers while the thieves tear the plane apart, 
searching for the stolen loot hidden somewhere on board. Lionsgate
Vampire Diaries Season 8 Final Season sinks its teeth into its final season 
with more high-stakes romance, adventure and drama than ever before. Last 
season, our heroes rebuilt their world without Elena, and Stefan (Paul 
Wesley) and Caroline (Candice King) began their much-anticipated yet 
complicated relationship. Meanwhile, Damon pursued a vendetta against his 
mother Lily (guest star Annie Wersching), who abandoned her sons to care 
for vampire-witches. Lily's misguided choices caused her own demise and 
Rayna Stefan to go on the run and leave Caroline to make a new start with 
Alaric. Damon enlisted the help of the Armory, but the Armory's deeper 
agenda endangered Bonnie's life. To remedy the crisis, Damon and Enzo 
entered the Armory's occult vault. The triangle of Stefan, Caroline and Alaric 
will team up with Bonnie in season eight to search for the two most 
important men in her life - even though Damon and Enzo may be long past 
saving. Warner
Juice 25th Anniversary 4 Harlem teens, Q, Bishop, Raheem and Steel, are out 
skipping school one day when they find out an old friend was killed in a 
shootout at a bar. After this, Bishop tells his friends that they have no 
respect, or juice. To get some, they rob a corner grocery store, but things take
an unexpected turn. Only the four friends know what happened, but one of 
them is out for himself. Paramount
Workaholics Final Season is a scripted series that follows three friends fresh 
out of college who live and work together as telemarketers. Dress codes, 
deadlines and waking up before noon aren't things these guys are used to. 
The crew spends their days scheming together to avoid doing any real work 
and their nights looking for good times. Stars Anders Holm, Erik Griffin, Blake 
Anderson. Paramount
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